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Summary 

An infrared free electron laser (IRFEL) is being designed for 
the Chemical Dynamics Research Labbratory(CDRLyat LBL. The 
FEL is based on a SO MeV RF linac onerating in synchronization to 
the Advanced Light Source (ALS), and will p;oduce intense (100 p.l 
per micropulse), narrow bandwidth (narrower than 0.1%) radiation 
between 3 k and 50 jr. In the design, we pay particular attention to 
the FEL stability issues and require that the fluctuations in electron 
beam energy and in timing be less then 0.05% and 0.1 ps 
respectively. The FEL spectrum can then be stabilized to about 
10-3, or if grating is used, to lo- 4. We discuss various sources of 
fluctuations in the gun, the bunchers and the accelerator sections, as 
well as the feedback and feedforward schemes to reduce these 
fluctuations. The accelerator structure is chosen to be of the side 
coupled, standing wave type for easier control. The beam transport 
is made isochronous to avoid the coupling between the energy and 
the timing fluctuations. 

Introduction 

At LBL. we are desirninc an infrared free-electron laser 
(IRFEL) as a p&t of the proiosevd Chemical Dynamics Research 
Laboratory (CDRL). CDRL is an integrated user facility for 
research in chemical dynamics and is part of a broader initiative 
called Combustion Dynamics Facility (CDF) proposed jointly with 
Sandia National Laboratory to address outstanding problems in 
combustion science. The IRFEL can be operated in synchronism 
with the vacuum ultraviolet radiation from the adjacent Advanced 
Light Source (AIS)[ 11, and also with other lasers. This capability. 
together with the tunability and the high intensity of the FEL output, 
will make the IRFEL a powerful tool to study reaction dynamics and 
molecular spectroscopy. 

The main characteristics of the IRFEL for CDRL can be 
summarized as follows: 

Wavelength range 
Micropulse energy 
hlicropulse duration 
Micropulse rep. rate 
Macropulse duration 
Macropulse rep. rate 
Average power 
Bandwidth 

3ll-c J. < 5oy 
100 (IJ at h = 311 
z= lo-5ops 
36.6 Mll-17. 
100 ps 
60Hz 
20 w 
Transform 1 irnited 

The time structuture of the FEL pulses mimics that of the RF 
linac. The synchronism of the FEL pulses and the ALS pulses is 
achieved by tilling the ALS storage ring with 8 equally spaced 
bunches. The ALS pulses then have a repetition rate of 12.2 MHz 
and can be synchronized with every third FEL pulses. 

As a user facility, the IRFEL must be reliable, and various 
forms of jitter in wavelength, in intensity and in direction must be 
reduced to an unusually low level. The jitter tolerance in wavelength 
6h and in intensity 61 are 

KiJA. < lo-? ( 10m4 with grating) 
a/r < 10-l 

The jitter in the transverse position and in the angle should be less 
than one tenth of the spot size and the angular divergence, 
respectively. The wavelength tuning would also have to be 

relatively simple and straight-forward. The design of the IRFEL for 
CDRL therefore calls for a careful examination of all accelerator and 
FEL components. 

Accelerator Svstem 

The accelerator for the IRFEL must provide very stable, 
bright and short electron beam pulses, with adjustable energy up to 
51 MeV ‘I-he electron beam parameters are summarized as follows: 

Maximum Energy 56 MC\’ 
Micropulse Peak Current 100 A 
Charge per Micropulse 1 nC 
Normalized RMS Emittance 20 111111-1131 

Energy Spread(Ali/E, FWIIhl at SO hleV‘) 0.005 

The overall lavout of t!ie, accrlararor svstem is shown in Fio. I. It 
consists of a gun producing 1 A, 1 ns pulses, a bunching system 
consisting of two low frequency bunchers ( 146.24 MHz and 
5 11.84 MHz) and an L band buncher squeezing the pulses into 100 
A, 10 ps bunches, and two 25 MeV linac tanks. 

The main accelerating structure is chosen to be an L band 
1’127Y.6 MHz), standing wave structure. This choice is to ensure 
maximum stability and control of the electron beam; L band linacs 
are inherently more stable than S band linacs, and a standing wave 
structure responds better to external control than a travellinc wave 
structure. The stability of an L band, standing wave structure in the 
FEI, application has been demonstrated at LANL(2]. Our design 
adopts the side- coupled cavity configuration of LANI,. 

Diagnostics on the accclcrator CZIII be divided into bunching, 
feedback and beam cotnponcnts. The feedback diagnostics are rf 
pickups in each of the rf structures. The signals from these pickups 
are mixed with the phase reference line to get amplitude and phase 
components. The bunching diagnostics unit consists primarily of 
focusing coil and a spectrometer magnet after the fundamental 
buncher. W’ith this, the amplitude and phase of each bunch can be 
measured and by varying the focus coil the emittance can be 
measured. There is steering between each structure with current and 
position measnremcnt at the entrance of each. At the end of the 
accelerator the energy, energy spread, energy stability and emittance 
are measured in another spectrometer and the bunch length is 
measured either with a fast rf deflection cavity or a streak camera. 

The RF source for the accelerator must provide 100-pis 
pulses with a minimum level of ripple. We have selected the 
modulating anode klystron for this purpose. In this device, the 
klystron beam is switched with a low current electrode called the 
modulatine anode. and the outout can be made as flat as oossible 
except for-a slight linear droop. Such a system is in opeiation at 
LANL[3]. Another approach is to pulse the cathode at the full 
operating voltage and current with a pulse forming network (PFN). 
The disadvantage of this approach is that the transients and the 
ripples in the pulse voltage may not be completley removed, even by 
a careful tuning of PFN, and that the PFN would be rather bulky for 
a 100 ps macropulse. 

A well-defined turn-on procedure and ease of operation are 
required to make the FEL user-friendly and enable it to be operated 
routinely without time-consuming gymnastics. During the 
commissioning and initial operation, manual controls and 
diagnostics will be needed to understand the operation and to bring it 
into stable use. The next level of sophistication will be to have a 
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computer interface to save and restore operating points of the 
machine. The next step is to have an online computer model of the 
machine transport and operation to identify problem areas and to 
allow flexible reconfiguration of the operating conditions. On top of 
this would be a system optimizer and problem solving software. 
Once this system has been fully qualified, the operation can be 
routinely handled by trained operators. 

Stabilitv and Control 

To achieve the required FEL stability, fluctuations in the 
electron beam parameters need to be tightly controlled. The stability 
goal is as follows: Fluctuations occuring in a time scale slower than 
the cavity decay time td = 0.5 ps, or equivalently at frequencies lower 
than f = 0.3 MIIz (2~ f.td = I), have a direct influence on the FEL 
outpt1t. These relatively slow fluctuations in the electron beam 
energy SE, in the micropulse charge 6Q and in the timing between the 
micropulses 8r must be controlled with the following tolerances: 

8~13 5 5 x 10-4, 6~ < 0.1 p, &Q/Q 2 0.02 

where the variation 6 refers to the FWHM values. The requirement 
on 6E comes from the wavelength stability (61/h = IO-j), on 6r 
from the overlap requirement of the optical pulse and the electron 
pulse in the optical cavity (as determined from the width of the 
detuning curve), and on 6Q from the intensity stability as well as 
front the energy stability through the beam loadmg effect. The effect 
of faster fluctuations, with frequencies higher than 0.3 MHz, is 
eq!livalent to inhomogenious broadening. The requirements are 
therefore relaxed by a[~ order of magnitude. Finally, WC require that 
the electron beam position and the angle be stable to within one tenth 
of the beam size and the an&u divergence, respectively. 

The stability of the overall system will be achieved via 
passive regulation as well as active feed-forward and fcedbnck 
control in a layered fzhion. F’irsl, wherever possible, voltages on 

RF and magnet power supplies will be regulated. Running at 
submultiple of the electrical line frequency eases this requirement, as 
it greatly reduces [he 60 I-17. ripple. Kegulating the water temperature 
in the cooling loops will allow sensitive temperature tuning, with a 
typical timr-constant of minu:es. The required temperature stability 
is * l/2 OF, achievable by modem standards. The required stability 
01, the gun high vo1t:ige, g,JJJ CllJTCIlt and @id voltage are 

I 1 is 
v IIY 

5 .002, iQ I 12% &I 
1’ grid 

5 .Ol 

to ensure no more than 5 ps time jitter in the pulse comb time 
stmcture and adequate charge stability per micropulse. The master 
oscillator for the IRFEL must have enough short- and long-term 
stability so that it is not a sizable component of either the intrinsic 
error signal in the feedback loops or the long-term drift. Hi.@ 
spectral purity is required, such that the harnlOJlicS, subharmmcs 

and multiples of the subharmonics are less than -35 dB, the single- 
sitlcb;ind phase noise at 30 Hz offset is less than - 70 dB, and the 
long-term stability is 1 x IO-9 radz/Hz. The phase reference line 

needs to be temperature-controlled to O.OS” C to maintain long term 
phase stability. Next, each accelerator and the bunching structure, 
including the gun, will be equipped with its own amplitude, phase 
and tuning control loops. Voltage regulation of the klystron will be 
effective in removing ripple, but there will remain significant droop 
over the macropulse (due to beam loadin@ which will then be 
corrected by a feed-forward ramp in the amphtude and phase control 
loops. To achieve a 5 x lOA relative energy stability of the linac, the 
various feedback loops will have to have significant gains 
(multiplicative gains in the range of 10-50) from DC to about 
0.3 Mhz and tapering offf to a value less than 1 beyond 2.5 MHz, 
determined by round-trip electronic delays in the loops. We believe 
that such feedback systems are technologically feasible to 
implement. They do however push the technology rather far and the 
ultimate limitation beyond 5 x IO-” will be determined by detector 
resolution, availability of commercial amplifiers of suitable 
bandwidth and gain, and the necessary control power to be installed. 

In the next layer, in addition to all the above, we envision 
feedback from the optical beam at the FEL output to the electron 
beam and, cavity mirrors. The necessary FEL diagnostics should 
provide information about time-resolved power, position, size, 
spectrum, polarization and pulse length over the 3 to 50 pm range. 

In the last stage, one can envision the final wavelength 
selection and stabilization accomplished by incorporating frequencv- 
selective elements such as gratings in the optical cavily. Our goal-is 
to reduce the wavelength fluctuation to 10~~ or smaller. 

Ream Transoor! from Linnc to Undulatot 

The optical design of the beam transport line from the linac 
exit to the undulator entrance should meet the following 
requirements: (i) It must provide a horizontal offset in the electron 
bcatn so that it can be directed to the optical axis without interfering 
with mirrors;(ii) It should not introduce timing jitter caused by the 
beam energy jitter-thus the transport should be isochronous;(iii) It 
should not introduce jitter in transverse position and angle of the 
beam - thus the transport must be achromatic; the transverse 
profile of the electron beam should he matched to the optical mtxle in 
the cavity. 

We have worked out lhree achromatic beam transport 
designs with varying de&Tees of isochronicity and complexity. The 
first design is a simple arrangement of four combined function 
bending magnets producing double S-bends. It has a limited offset 
(19 cm) and isochronicity ( path difference in time per energy 
difference = 2 ps per %j. The second design is another double S 
arrangement, but has more quadrupoles for a larger offset and also 
to make it linearly isochronous. The third one is similar to the one 
proposed in the FELIX study, but gives better performance as far as 
the isochronicity( 0.4 ps per %) and the beam size are concerned. 
The matching to the optical beam will be accomplished by a 
quadrupole triplet placed at the end of the beam transport. 

It might be advisable to stretch the electron beam after 
acceleration to SO ps or longer in order to obtain narrower FEL 
bandwidth. The necessary RF cavity and beam transport optics are 
currently being developed. 
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Fig. 1 Layout of the accelerator - FEL system. 



Undulator Maenet and Wavelength COvera& 

For the undulator magnet, we use the standard Halbach design[4] 
of SmCo-steel hybrid. The undulator has 46 periods, period length 
being 4.3 cm. The entire wavelength range can be covered by 
running the accelerator at several different energies and by varying 
the magnet gap mechanically at each energy. For example, the 
coverage can be accomplished in three steps as follows: 

Electron En- Wavelength Undulator GAD 

51.3 MeV 31.1-c 1” < lop 13.0 - 28.1 mm 

31.4 MeV 8~<3,<27~ 13.0 - 28.1 mm 

7.8 MeV 25P<h<51@ 17.5 - 28.1 mm 

In this scheme, \ve require two vacuum chambers of different bore 
sizes, a smaller one for 
31.1.~ A 5 25~ and a larger one for 25@ 5 h 2 501.1 to avoid excessive 
diffraction loss. We have studied a two-tube vacuum chamber and 
transition bellows that permits the vacuum chamber change without 
breaking vacuum[5]. Another approach is to use a single large bore 
chamber. In that case, four steps are required to cover total 
wavelength range. 

The ease of the wavelength tuning is crucial for the ooeration 
of a user facility. The procedure for the wavelength tubing we 
envisage is as follows: The user specifics the desired wavelength or 
the tuning range. The required motion of the undulator gap is 
accomplished under automated computer control. The undulator scan 
at a @ven electron energy takes in about one minute. 

Ootical System 

FELs are intrinsically high-power devices and it is necessary 
to design the optical system and choose the materials that can handle 
the high intracavity power. The entire wavelength range should be 
covered with a minimum number of mirror changes. Finally, it is 
preferable to use optics that are easly available from commercial 
sources. 

With these in mind, the solution we are proposing for the 
optical cavity is a linear arrangement of two mirrors. The 
parameters for the cavity arc: the radius of curvature of the mirrors = 
4.3 m, cavity length = 8.2 m. RayleIgh range ZR = 0.905 m. the 
stability parameter g,g,= 0.823. With the micropulse rep rate of 
36.6 ME Iz, there will be two optical pulses in the optical cavity. 

We are evaluating various schemes to couple out the optical 
beam such as hole coupling with metal mirrors, an intraiavity 
Brewster plate[b] and dielectric mirrors. Amon& these,, the hole 
coupling appears to be the most promising in view of Its power 
handling and broadband capability. For the hole coupling to be 
satisfactory. the mode profile at the output mirror must be controlled 
by an aperture. We have developed a computer code to analyze this 
problem, and found a preliminary hole-aperture combination that 
works over a wavelength range of factor two. Details of this 
scheme, for example, the mode quality, are currenjly being 
investigated. Another approach is to replace one of the mmors by a 
grating in the Littrow configuration and use the zeroth,qrder 
reflection as the out coupling. Use of the grating has the addltmnal 
advantage that it stabilizes the wavelength fluctuation as discussed in 
the next section. 

FEL Performance Study 

We have carried out an extensive numerical study of the FEL 
performance using the code provided to US by S. Benson. A 
significant part of the study is to understand the effect of the electron 
beam fluctuation on the FEL fluctuation. We have calculated the 
variation in the FEL parameters caused by sinusoidal modulation 111 
electron beam energy and timing between pulses. The study 
determined the tolerance limits on electron beam fluctuation. 

It will be difficult to reduce the relative fluctuation in the 
electron beam energy to a level smaller than 5 x 10e4 and the 
associated fluctuation in wavelength smaller than 1 x low3 in an I;EL 
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based on a pulsed linac. However, it is possible to reduce the 
wavelength fluctuation significantly further by using a grating. 
Preliminary one-dimentional calculation indicates that the fluctuation 
can be reduced to lo-4 with a grating of bandwidth 10m2, as shown 
in Fig. 2. This behavior has been observed at LANL[7]. ar td can be 
explained with a simple model. 
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Fig. 2 h,lodulation of the I-EL wavelength caused by sinusoidal 
modulation in electron energy irl the prehence of grating, 
showri as a function of the grating bandwidth. 

The FEL spectrum often exhibits sidebands at i\avelength 
separated by l/N, N being the number of the undulator periods, 
from the main line. The appearance of the sidebands, which could 
become chaotic, is a high intensity phenomena at saturation[8]. The 
sideband can be suppressed in various ways[!X: bv increasinr the a; i L’ cavity loss, by intrdducing a grating., or by detuning the cavity. l.c., 
by making the length of the cavity somewhat sIloI-ter than iis 
dktemlined by the synchronism with the electron pulses. 

Since the FEL signal is developed from the initial noise, the 
output characteristics at saturation are expected to exhibit random 
fluctuation. Indeed, simulation shows that the position of the 
spectral peak fluctuates from shot to shot within some fraction of the 
gain bandwidth. IIowever. the fluctuation disappears when the 
sidebands are suppressed by. for example, cavity detuning. 

The FEL efficiency, the fraction of the electron beam’s 
kinetic energy converted into the FEL output, is estimated to be 
about 1/2N. Simulation result indicates that, when sidebands are 
suppressed by, for example, cavity detuning, the efficiency is about 
lf4N. 
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